INTRODUCTION
Effective query processing is a major challenge for Web search services.
Increasingly, Web querying services, such as Ask Jeeves [http://www.askjeeves.com], encourage users to enter queries in question format. An underlying assumption of such Web search engines as Ask Jeeves may be that users find expressing their queries in natural language question queries less difficult to construct than keyword or Boolean queries. Based on this trend, systems designers are working on the development of more effective question query processing techniques (Agichtein, Lawrence & Gravano, 2001; Prager, Brown, Coden & Radev, 2000) for Web and IR systems. Much IR and Web research has focused on the analysis of keyword and Boolean queries (Spink & Saracevic, 1997; Spink, Wolfram, Jansen & Saracevic, 2001) . Therefore, studying the characteristics of users queries in other format, such as question format, is an important and growing field for the development of more effective "question and answer" (Q&A) access to the Web.
Unlike Ask Jeeves, general Web search services, such as Excite, are not currently encouraging users to submit queries in question format. However, questions or requests for information by a user are an element within a dialogue-based approach to modeling user-Web/information retrieval (IR) system interaction. This research also falls within the general framework of research that attempts to model the interactive Web search process. Web user modeling research is part of a larger body of user modeling research in artificial intelligence (AI) and cognitive science (Kobsa & Wahlster, 1989) .
To develop a Web dialogue-based model, a first necessary step is the development of a grammar of Web users' interaction and to identify the elements within this grammar.
Queries in questions format can be regarded as one syntactic structure of a grammar of Web interaction in need of further exploration. Queries in question form a component of a dialogue-based model of Web IR and the potential functioning of intelligent interfaces that assist users with Web IR tasks and building interactive processes the way humans normally conduct them. We search engines that ask users to "ask questions", such as Ask Jeeves, are increasing in popularity. In this paper we report findings from a study comparing the prevalence of question format queries to Ask Jeeves -a Web search engine that encourages users to enter question format queries, with users' question format queries to the Excite Web search engine that does not encourage questionformat queries. We first provide an overview of related research, summarize our research objectives and research design, and then report the findings of our analysis.
RELATED STUDIES
A growing number of studies have examined the nature of queries to Web search engines. Large-scale studies (Jansen, Spink & Saracevic, 1999; Silverman, Henzinger, Marais and Moricz, 1999; Spink, Wolfram, Jansen and Saracevic, 2000) show that most questions. An underlying assumption of the Ask Jeeves approach to Web searching is that users find expressing their queries in natural language question queries less difficult to construct than Boolean queries. Few studies have examined the nature of queries in question format to Web search engines. Jansen, Spink, Pfaff and Goodrum (2000) conducted a linguistic analysis of Excite users queries contained in a 1997 data set and identified less than 1% of queries in elicitations format or requests for information.
However, with the emergence of a more question and answer (Q&A) approach to Web querying, the nature of users' queries in question format are becoming important and significant to the development of more effective Web IR systems.
Question asking or elicitation behavior, as requests for information, forms a significant part of day-to-day human communication. Questions are a significant part of interpersonal communication studies examining models of discourse analysis (Cicourel, 1980) , models of dialogue (Levinson, 1981) ; turn taking during conversations (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974) , and replies and responses (Goffman, 1976) . Kearsley (1976) studied the replies and responses process and identified taxonomy of major question functions, including echoic, expressive, epistemic, and social control.
Information retrieval (IR) research and models have increasingly adopted language from communication studies to conceptualize interactive IR as a conversation within a dialogue framework.
With the increasing popularity and associated advertising by Web search services such as Ask Jeeves, we examined the nature and extent of users' queries to the Excite Web search engine in the form of a question. Using data from the Ask Jeeves and Excite Web search engines we can compare the structure of any queries in the form of questions. We sought to examine how many Excite users were entering question queries and the structure of those queries.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The purpose of our study was to gain a greater understanding of Web question format queries. We sought to answer the following research questions: Our analysis should reveal data on the nature and extent of Web queries in question format to assist in the design of more effective Web retrieval systems.
RESEARCH DESIGN Excite Data Set
Excite, Inc. is a major Internet media public company that offers free Web searching and a variety of other services. The company and its services are described in more detail at its Web site (http://www.excite.com). Excite searches are based on the exact terms that a user enters in the query; however, capitalization is disregarded, with the exception of logical commands AND, OR, and AND NOT. There is no stemming. An online thesaurus and concept linking method called Intelligent Concept Extraction (ICE) is used to find related terms in addition to terms entered.
The Excite data set we analyzed consisted of a transaction log of 1.7 million action records from 20 December 1999 containing four fields, that were:
Identification: an anonymous code assigned by the Excite server to a user machine. Query: the query terms exactly as entered by the user.
Our analysis focused on the question format queries in the data set. The data analyzed included users sessions, queries, and term level of analysis. A session is the entire sequence of queries by a particular user. A query is a set of one or more terms entered into the Web IR system during a single search. A term is any string of characters bounded by white space.
Question Format Query Classification
To identify the question format queries in the data set of 1.7 million queries, we created a program to automatically identify any query ending with a question mark (?) and any query beginning with one of a list of words commonly associated with human question asking, including: where, what, who, how, when, can, are, is, may, which, has, does, did, will, has, could should, and do. We qualitatively analyzed a subset of the question format queries to determine: (1) the number of terms per question query, (2) the subject of the question format query, the starting term for the question, and (3) classified the question format query as either a query for factual information or a more general query for information. The classification of question query formats is in line with the verificative and topical oriented types of information needs empirically documented by Ingwersen (1996) .
Question Query Sessions
A subset of 100 Excite user sessions including at least one question format query (1) the number of terms per question format query and (2) the starting term(s) for the question format query.
RESULTS
This paper extends preliminary findings reported in Spink, Milchak, Sollenberger and Hurson (2000) . Jeeves non-question queries (64%) were request queries, in the form of requests for information, commands, or orders. Request queries are examined in more detail later in the paper.
Number of Queries in Question Format

Terms Per Question Format Query
We first examined the number of terms used per Excite and Ask Jeeves question
[Place Figure 1 Here]
The mean number of terms per Excite question format query was 7.8. This query length is much longer than the 2.4 terms for non-question format queries or a mean of 14 terms for mediated online searching (Spink & Saracevic, 1997; Spink, Wolfram, Jansen & Saracevic, 2001) . Question format queries also contain common function words such as "a", "the" and "are" normally occurring in question phrases. Non-question format queries are usually constructed as a adjective/noun (nominal) phrases (Jansen, Pfaff, Spink & Goodrum, 2000) . For Ask Jeeves, we examined the number of terms per query, including non-question format queries (Figures 2).
[Place Figure 2 Here] For Ask Jeeves queries, the distribution of the number of terms for all queries has two peaks and appears to be a combination of two different distributions -nonquestion format queries with a mean of 3 and the mean number of terms per question format query was 7. This compares to the mean number of terms per Excite question format query of 7.8. This query length is much longer than the 2.4 terms per query previously reported for non-question format Web queries (Jansen, Spink & Saracevic, 2000) .
Use of Boolean Operators/Modifiers
Previous research shows that few Excite users submit queries with Boolean operators or modifiers (Jansen, Spink & Saracevic, 2000; Spink, Wolfram, Jansen & Saracevic, 2001) (Table 2) .
[Place Table 2 Here] Table 3 shows the number of Ask Jeeves question format queries that included
Boolean operators/modifiers.
[Place Table 3 Here]
Few Ask Jeeves users included Boolean operators in their queries in question format. The most common inclusions were full stops at the end of a question format query, use of "And" and the use of quotation marks " " in some queries in question format around a person's name. Since the Ask Jeeves search engine allows natural language entries, "and" and "or" is mostly used as in their original meaning not as Boolean operators. Relevance feedback use was also low at 0.02% when compared to 9.7% in the percentage of relevance feedback by Excite users (Jansen, Spink & Saracevic, 2000) . Further research could compare the presentation and explanation of relevance feedback by both search engines.
Question Format Query Starting Term
How did Ask Jeeves and Excite users structure their question format queries?
We compared the starting terms for question format queries (Table 4) .
In both data sets, the most common term used to begin a question format query was either "where", "what" and "how': Approximately,
• 1 in 2 question format queries began with the term "where"
• 1 in 4 question format queries began with the term "what"
• 1 in 6 question format queries began with the term "how"
Overall, users enter a limited range of question query formats.
Questions Format Query Starting Terms Table 5 shows the starting terms of Excite queries in question format for 100 sessions and Table 6 shows the starting terms for Ask Jeeves queries in question format for 11,743 sessions. Figure 3 shows some commons question formats.
[Place Table 5 Here]
[Place Table 6 Here] (Table 7) .
[Place Table 7 Here]
To compare the top 75 terms by frequency appearing in question format queries we analyzed the Ask Jeeves data set (Table 8) .
[Place Table 8 Here]
There were 19,775 unique terms in the Ask Jeeves data set among the total number of 160,498 terms. Since natural language is common even in the non-question format queries, it may be expected that terms such as "I", "can", "the", "of", "a", "is", "in", "for", "on", "to", etc. be in the list of top occurring terms. Those terms are essential for any kind of natural language query. As expected, in contrast to the top 75 Excite terms, most of the top 75 Ask Jeeves terms are the words needed to generate meaningful sentences such as "I", "can", "where", etc. that form part of questions or requests. The terms "I", find", "get", "me" and "need" were also part of request queries.
Question Format Query Subject Terms
Ask Jeeves Subject Terms Table 9 shows the top 30 question format query subject terms.
[Place Table 9 Here] Ask Jeeves users were often asking for pictures and free products or services.
Also, due to the pre-Christmas nature of the data set (December 20, 1999), it is not unexpected that the term Christmas appeared with high frequency. Also, the terms sex and nude are not unusual as high frequency terms (Jansen, Spink & Saracevic, 2000) .
Excite Subject Terms
We also examined the subject categories for Excite users' question format queries. These are listed in Table 10 .
[Place Table 10 Here]
In general, the subject of the Excite question format queries were scattered across a broad range of subjects. Approximately,
• 1 in 5 users were seeking information on people, places or things.
• 1 in 6 users were looking for information related to commerce, employment, travel or economic issues.
• Less than 1 in 10 questions related to sex, pornography or preferences.
Question Format Query Reformulation
We could not judge the success of particular queries beyond the number of pages (10 Web sites per page) viewed. However, to determine the level of query reformulation we analyzed a subset of 100 Excite user sessions containing question format queries. A comparable analysis could not be conducted on the Ask Jeeves data set, as the Ask Jeeves queries could not be grouped in sessions. The analysis at the Excite user sessions that included at least one question query gave us a different picture of question format query usage (Table 11 ).
The sample of 1000 user sessions that included question format queries, were fairly short and included only one question format query. Question format queries were usually the first and only query submitted during the user sessions. There was little query modification during these question format query sessions. Even though users submitted queries in question format, few reformulated the question format query into a keyword or Boolean query, or even reformulate their initial query based on the results of the retrieval. Some Excite users entered a Boolean or keyword query and subsequently reformulated it into a question format query -this behavior is difficult to explain. Also, the 6.4 terms per query was somewhat shorter in this sample that the 7.8 terms per query for the larger Excite data set.
Use of Question Marks
In both the Excite and Ask Jeeves data sets, only half the users included a question mark at the end of their question format queries. The inclusion of a question mark is a normal pattern in the writing of a question. However, it was interesting to see that nearly 50% of users did not include a question mark at the end of their question.
Maybe, they realized that the search engine would not process the question mark?
REQUEST FORMAT QUERIES One in three Ask Jeeves non-question queries were in request, command, or order format. We did not analyze the request format queries in the Excite data. As request format queries appeared to be a major component of Ask Jeeves non-question queries, Table 12 shows the starting term for those Ask Jeeves queries in request format.
[Place Table 12 Here]
Instead of the common question format query "Where can I find", requests are generally in the form "Find me….", "I need", "I want", "Get me", 'Give me", "Show me", or "I am looking". Some users make fairly interesting requests, such: (1) "Want to hear farts" that could require quite a bit of query interpretation and audio response, and (2) "Take me to Mexico City" that implies possible transportation capabilities.
The difference between question and request format query users is an area for further research. Differences may relate to users perceptions of and expectations of the search engine or how users generally interact with other people when looking for information, their interaction style or gender. Some users may prefer to use a question format and some a request format. Request queries were shorter and more concise than question format queries. Some users may feel more comfortable using a request rather than a question format. One could speculate that males may be more likely to enter a request/command or order query than females, given their often more instrumental rather than relational patterns of speech. Females may be more likely to ask questions in a more relational style. As we have no data on the gender of each Ask Jeeves query, this is an area for further research.
Specific Fact Versus More General Information Queries
We also examined whether the Excite question or request was for a specific fact or for more general information (Table 13) .
[Place Table 13 Here]
Nearly 40% of users were looking for factual answers. An example factual query is: "How much is first class postage to England?" Many Excite users were looking for more general information on a topic. An example query is: "Where can I learn more about peasants/serfs in the middle ages?" Answers to this type of question would be more involved and complex than simple factual answers. We did not conduct this the factual versus general information analysis on the Ask Jeeves data set. less frequently do they ask "which", "when", or "does" questions. They are sometimes likely to ask for subjective opinion and more likely to request directions to information.
DISCUSSION
The most common form of request format query was "Find me information on………….".
One could speculate that the use of a question or request format queries may relate to gender differences in male and female personal communication or interaction styles.
The appropriate analysis and response to a user's question or request query is a fairly complex task beyond the stripping down to a simple adjective/noun (nominal) phrases for processing against the database of Web sites. We are quite a way off from replicating a reference interview via Web question and answer (Q&A) interaction, but increasingly such a Q&A is becoming the interaction mode of choice for Web users.
Effective question and request query processing is a major challenge for Web system designers. Not only are question and request queries longer than keyword or Boolean queries, but also they are more complex than just an adjective or noun phrase. The nouns and adjectives in a query are important. However the first few words used to begin a question or request query are also important as they set the initial context and expectations of the user in relation to the processing of the noun and adjective phrases making up the rest of the query.
Despite the current low use of question format queries by Excite users, it was interesting to see the nature of question format queries presented to the search engine.
There was little query reformulation by the users despite the fact that Excite does not process question format queries as questions. A few users entered a question format query and then seemed to realize they should reformulate into a Boolean-type query.
Another small group of users began with a Boolean-type query structure and then decided to reformulate their query into a question. However, most users entered only one question format query and then examined the results. The low query reformulation rate during question format query sessions was consistent with other studies of nonquestion Web querying (Spink, Jansen & Ozmutlu, 2000) . Users seemed to take what they were given in Web sites in response to a question. In a traditional reference interview, a reference librarian generally answers a question with another question.
Therefore, Excite users are engaging in the first steps of a reference interview without the appropriate "librarian-type" response from the Web system.
Despite the frequently broad nature of the information requests, the form in which information seekers express their requests are fairly limited to a request for a location.
When information seekers expressed their information requests in the form of questions they generally asked either "where", "what", or "how' questions. They are seeking to find a location, but do not use the terminology "Find me a website on….". Much less frequently did they ask "which", "when", or "does' questions -they were less likely to ask for subjective opinion and more likely to request directions to information as they may in a library.
Many information seekers were looking for more general information beyond a simple factual answer. The Web system's response to a more general information request needs to be more complex that for a factual question. In the context of a reference interview, a more general information request would normally engender an interchange between information seeker and reference librarian to refine the information seeker's request. As we can see from the studies by Spink, Goodrum and Robins (1998) , a reference interview preceding a mediated online database search includes a lengthy conversation to clarify the information seekers real needs. However, the appropriate analysis and response to a user's question query is a fairly complex task beyond the stripping down to a simple adjective or noun phrase for processing against the database of Web sites. We are quite a way off from replicating a reference interview via Web question and answer (Q&A) interaction, but increasingly such a Q&A is becoming the interaction mode of choice for Web users.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
Overall, there seems to be some common patterns of Web question format query structure. These limited patterns of question and request query structures need to be tested further in other data sets. An interesting point for further research is whether question format queries or non-question format queries contain more significant terms?
How can the structure of question or request format queries be improved for more effective retrieval?
In addition, further research is needed to relate question and request query construction to users' gender, communication style, or interaction style. A common element of database, IR systems, and Web search engine research is the human querying process. Further research is also needed to highlight the similarities and differences that occur when users interact with different types of structured and unstructured data over different types of retrieval systems, such as online public access catalogs (OPACs), Web search engines, IR systems, and databases. 
